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Portland Tote Bag 
1 Session Class

Portland Tote
by Sotak Handmade

made from Camont Mugal Blue Canvas



Portland Tote Bag
1 Session Class

If you have any questions on the supply list for the class , or questions regarding fabric 
or hardware choices feel free to contact me at thefabricunicorn@gmail.com or text me 

at 267-591-8212

Supplies:
- Portland Tote Pattern by Sotak Handmade - available at https://payhip.com/sotakco or on the day
of the class there will be PDF patterns available for purchase

Class Schedule:
- Saturday August 6th, 2022 @ 3pm - 9pm
 We are going to be using the full class to be making this amazing Portland Tote by Sotak Handmade.
 This tote is pretty easy to put together, with basic to intermediate sewing skills, no curved 
 or zig zag seams here!

Fabric Requirements:
-Fabric A (main exterior fabric): 3/4 yard ( I recommend a canvas or waxed cotton)
-Fabric B (lining) : 3/4 yard ( I recommend a quilting weight cotton)
-Fusible Interfacing: 2 yards (SF 101 is recommended or any medium weight fusible)
-14” Long metal or nylon zipper
-9”Long metal or nylon zipper
-(2) - 3/4” wide x 13” long strips of leather or webbing ( for handles)
-(1) -  1” wide x 36” long cotton or nylon webbing for strap
-(2) - 1” wide D-rings
-(2) - 1” wide Swivel Hooks
-(1) - 1” wide rectangular Strap Slider
-(1) - Heavy duty snap closure or Kam Snap (optional)
-(10) - 6-8mm rivets (optional)

 - Rotary Cutter and Cutting Mat (Shared classroom supplies will be
available for use, but I recommend bringing your own cutting supplies)
- Acrylic Ruler
- Snips and Scissors
- Sewing Thread that matches the fabric you choose
- Air Erasable Marker / Marking Pen or Pencil
- Sewing Machines are available in class if you wish to use a class machine

*also called a slide buckle


